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Town Meeting Called Tonight 
In a move to identify t he issues 

must work on this year , the 
Senate has ·called for a Town 

tonight at 8:30. 
"This is an important first 

i n building a broad , direct 
ionship with the students ," 

Assistant GSA Andy Hugos. 
meeting is a crucial one 

ven the continuing financial 
ises at SUNY." 
The meeting has been called to 

students for a public 
with .President Kaplan at 

tomorrow at noon. 
The Senate has informed Kaplan 

he should be prepared to 
scuss the under-funding, or 

ble mismanagement of the gym, 
food and health services, and 
controversy surrounding the 

t grading system and the 
lmP~OAr ShOrt term COUrSeS. All 

will have a chance to 
on Kaplan. 

The Executive Coll!ffii tte.e of the 
Senate met with Kaplan earlier 

t 

Pres. Kaplan will be at tomorrow's meeting to discuss campus issues. 
this month to initlate discussions 
on a number of issues , including 
the budg~t. Hugo~ said , '~he ~ 
.budgetary crisis remains an over-

riding concern." · 
This is in part due to the fact 

that Gov~rnor Carey has slapped _~ 
new expenditure ceil1rig~on the 

State Agency budgets whic~ will 
freeze $42 million dollars in 
State University funds and neces
itate a new round of lay-offs .. 
There has also .. been mounting 
pressure for a roomrent and tuition 
hike. 

The general sentiment of the 
new Senate is that the Purchase 
community must be brought closer 
together so as to deal effectively 
with both on and off-campus issues:, 
"We called this meeting because we 
really ~eed the participation of 
all students in these matters,'' 
explained Senate GSA Sunil 

. Weeramantry. Hugos agreed, saying, 
"Hopefully this will instill in 
the student body a greater aware-/ 
ness of the common issues and 
problems confronti~g the Purchase 
COll)IIluni ty. " . 

A reception with food and dri~ks 
will be held after the meeting so 
the Senators and the students can 
talk together individually. 
Efforts have been made to inform 
sommuters of the meeting. 

Purchase Panthers · Dazzle Crowd 
BY FATS O'TOOLE AND 1HE 
~ILING BUDDHA 

The Purchase Intercollegiate 
Team, after two exciting, 

home games, presently 
a quite respectable record 

two wins and two losses. In a 
if sloppily played game, the 

•~--~k-~- Panthers lost Saturday 
Concordia. By virtue of 
comeback attempt, they 

the game with two minutes 
, only to lose in the final 

seventeen seconds. 
In a game very similar to 

Saturday night's, Purchase came 
25 points behind the previous 

, to win 82-78 over Sarah 
~wrence. That comeback was marked 

a well-run zone press, high-

lighted by the play of Joe Robinson • . minute mark of the second half, 
Taliaferro Moore led all scorers PUrchase tied:' Sarah Lawrence 
with 33 points. at .60 and held on to a constant 

Tony Nicolas, James Jackson, 4-5 point lead. Moore. JacksQn, 
Nate Clinton and Moore have been and Bob Goodlett were superb 1n 
the leaders ~fa team of talented, the second half, scoring 24, 15, 
though very inexperienced, oall and 9 points respectively. 
players. Coach Ken Korder com- The Purchase Panthers, consist-
mented, "There is not enough time ing of 6 Purchase and 6 Mount 
for them to practice. We only Vernon students, have a lot of 
practice twice a week which simply talent on their squad. They have 
does not provide enough time to players from various ~ity high 
learn such things as defense and schools, including Power Memorial, 
basic rules." . the basketball powerhouse. Tony 

In the Concordia game, Purchase Nicolas, from Zaire, Africa is one 
was down by 13 at halft~e, 21-34. of their best prospects. He did 
With the crowd solidly behind them, not pick up a basketball until he 
the Panthers controlled both came here, and according to Coach 
boards and tied the game at 54 Korder, "Someday, he'll be some-
with 2 minutes left to go. thing else." 
Robinson hit two clutch free throws At this time the team seems to 
to tie it up. 'Nicolas and Clinton lack cohesiveness .. This is Korder' 
inspired the team by grabbing 12 first year as a basketball. coach 
and 10 rebounds respectively. and because of the lack of 
Nicolas was also the reading scorer practice time the team has, not 
with 16 points, 14 in the second much can be expected. So far, the 
half, shooting 10 for 15 from the Panthers are doing surprisingly 
free throw line. well. With more playing time, and 

With 17 seconds left to nlav. 
Concordia scored on an easy layup 
due to a mixup between Robinson and 
Nicolas. According to Nicolas, 
"I would have blocked the shot 
easily if I had only known that 
there was a switch." 

Concordia got possession of 
the 'ball in their backcourt and 
because of the lack of a full- . 
court ,press, were able to waste 7 
valuable seconds. According to 
Coach Korder, 'We thought that our 
man to man defense was effective. 
With a press, either you get the 
ball or give up a basket." However, 
Purchase used the press effectively 

· in Thursday's game. 
Against Sarah Lawrence the 

Panthers played a poor first half. 
They were down 25-50 but after 
intermission. outscored th~ oppo
sition by 29 points. At the 7-

s 

game experience they should improve 
steadily. 

Bert Klavens, one of tlte'· vet
erans of the team and a maior 
organizer for the past two years, 
will be leaving the team this 
January. 

. 
PURCHASE VS. CONCORDIA ~ 12/13 

FG FT R TP 
Clinton 1 1 10 3 

' Giatino 0 1 0 1 
Goodlett 1 0 3 2 
Harper 1 0 3 2 
Jackson 2 2 3 6 
Klavens 0 0 2 0 
Lipson 0 0 . 0 0 
Moore 5 1 8 11 
Nicolas 3 .1 0 12 16 
Putnam 1 3 2 5 
Robinson 0 2 3 2 
Thomas 4 0 3 8 . 

I. 
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~- Bickering Over Seating of Third World CaucuS 
~ . 

~ BY LARRY FLORIN .., 
~ Despite charges of reverse~ 
~ discrimination by s6me State 
~ Universities, efforts are still 
~ being made to seat the Third World 
m Caucus. This is in the face of 
~ · moves by certain SASU members to 
~ block the seating of the Caucus 
~ through legal means, according to 
N Bob Kirkpatrick, the President of 
~- SASU. Kirkpatrick has consul ted 
N with the legal advisor to the 
~ student governmeqt at the University 

of Buffalo in an effort to deter
mine what would hav~ to be done 
to have the Caucus "seated. 

The Third World Caucus was 
originally set up to represent 
oppressed students. 

ence which elected the Caucus a 
"farce". Pohanka said that the 
representatives at the conference 
'were not representative of the 
Third World members on every 
campus." Pohanka feels that Third 
World people should work within 
their respective campuses to · 

· "raise the conciousness of the 
student bodies on their campuses. 

'In this way, and not through a 
mandated minority Caucus, will 
Third World members have a say in 
SASU." She also feels that 
arguments over these 1ssues tends 
to steal the attention awav from 

the real problems which sti.Idents 
face. · 

When questioned as to why she 

felt the three campuses were 
opposed to the seating of the 
Caucus, Pohanka said that she had 
heard reports from various. dele
gates that the seating of the 
Caucus was a form of reverse 
discrimination. She said that a 
student from Stonybrook had 
commented to her that, " All · 
studentS .;P9-Y- an activity fee and 
certain students are trying to 
get preferential treatment for 
that fee." 

Since the SASU conference 
during the weekend of the 6th 
and 7th of December, w~en the issue 
of the legality, of seating the 
Caucus was first brought up, the 
executive .committee has voted to 
make .every effort ~o have the 

Caucus seated. Dick Lippes, the 
lawyer consulted, said that SASU 
could choose one of two options 
in having the Caucus seated. SASU 
has either the option of dissolving 
its certificate of corporation and 
setting up new by-laws for the 
seating of delegates or it can work 
within the current framework and 
try to get the Board of Trustees of 
the State University to change the 
composition of the Student Assembly. 
Currently SASU operates with the. 
same numerical composition as the 
Student Assembly. In order to 
legally have the Third World Caucus 
seated, SASU would have to try and 
get the Board of trustees to change 
the composition of the Student 
Assembly. 

The illegality of the seating 
of the Caucus was brought up by 
a coalition of student governments 
Stonybrook, Cortland and Brockport, 
which had been opposed to the 
seating throughout the SASU 
discussion. When all conventional 
methods for stopping the seating 
of the coalition failed, the three 
campuses initiated legal action, in 
addition to freezing their ~unds 

Rosenberg Son Talks of Conviction 

to SASU. The Stonybrook student 
assembly delegate was continually 
unavailable for comment on the 
issue. , 

Betty Pohanka, a member of the 
executive committee of SASU and 
former representative from Stony
brook commented on the issue. 
Pohanka claims she voted against 
the seating of the Caucus for a 
variety of reasons. She said that 
the guidelines for the formation 
of the coalition have not been 
clearly defined. She felt that 

the election process had to be 
reviewed. Sh~ termed the confer-

BY ROB COHEN 
Courtesy of the Buffalo Spectrum 

The controversial 1953 execution 
of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg as 
"atomic spies" was the subject 
of a lecture by one oJ the 
Rosenberg's two surviving sons, 
Michael Meeropol, at the State 
University at Buffalo last week. 

The Rosenbergs, who were 
convicted of conspiracy to commit 
espionage after a long and empas
sioned trial, had allegedly be~ - · 
trayed the "secret" of the atom 
bomb to the Russians. However, 
Meeropol asserted that his parents 
were the innocent victims of the 
anti-communist hysteria which 
swept the country during the · 
''McCarthy Era," and he summarily 

Senate Financial Committee 
Recommends Bookeeper 

BY·MICHAEL PG~~LL 

The Senate Financial Committee 
has voted to tentatively recommend 
Tim Hill for Senate Bookkeeper. The 
vote was unanimous with one 
abstention. Hill has served as 
Bookkeeper for the past two years. 

The Senate Executive Committee 
has also written up a set of 
guidelines for the Bookkeeper that 
will be presented tonight along 
with the recommendation. Student 
Senator Larry Florin, explaining 
his vote for Hill, said, ''One simply 
weighed sucB matters as experience, 
dedication and ability. Time was 
very strong in all these catagories. 
The other candidates seemed to 
either lack dedication or ability." 

Senator and former Financial 
Committee Chairperson, Laura Lesser, 
pointed out that, "It is impossible 
for any new candidate to have 
experience. To weigh it as heavily 
as they did is probably unfair to 
.the other candidates." Lesser 
abstained on th~ grounds that ''The 
other candidates weren't qualified 
enough in areas other than 
experience. However, new blood is 

needed in this position." 
The meeting was closed to every

one but members of the Committee. 
For this reason, some members 
refused to comment on the meeting. 
Both Florin and Senator Andy Sandor 

did admit that the controversy 
surrounding the last Senate 
elections and the bay Care Center 
was discussed. Hill was apparently 
involved in setting up a slate of 
candidates for the last election. 
These issues were not Considered 
of paramount importance. 

Lesser felt ''We (the Senate) 
must- de-politicize the office of 
Bookkeeper. Tim, in large part 
because of his dedication , is too 
involved.in school politics to 
serve effectively as a Bookkeeper." 
Larry Florin disagreed, saying, 
"It is inevitable that any Book
keeper become involved in school 
politics. Should we criticize him 
just because he's concerned?" 

In other business, the Senate 
voted guidelines for Senate 
Seeretary and accepted courses of 
action from the different Corrnnittee 
Chairpersons. A town meeting has 
been called for tonight at 8:30. 

dismissed what he called the 
"phony issue" of the theft of the 
atom bomb secret. Many top 
scientests have in fact denied 
that this secret has ever really 
existed, Meeropol claimed. 

He called his parent's trial 
a government frameup which was 
built on false evidence and per
jured testimony. Meeropol main
tained that the Rosenberg case is a 
sensational example of an intensive 
effort, typical of those conducted 
by the government during the Red
scare years of the late 1940's and 
early 1950's. 

These government campaigns were 
designed .to frame "recognizable 
leftists as spies" and thus dis
credit the Left, he explained. 
Meeropol wants his parents' case 
reopened and has already been 
successful in securing the release 
of 29,000 pages of relevent FBI 
files. He believes that the 

Greenglass, a wartime machinist 
at the Los Alamos nuclear test in
stallation in New Mexico, promptly 
cooperated with the government · 
authorities who had acquired 
knowledge of his prior criminal 
dealings in contraband. After the 
Rosenbergs were implicated, they 
refused to cooperate with the FBI, 
which motivated the government to 
hold tbe death sentence over their 1 

heads in hopes of making them talk. 
Meeropol said his parents were 

not originally supposed to be the 
focal point of the triaL Only 
when they refused to involve 
others was the spotlight turned on 
them. Also, the Rosenbergs 
invoked their Fifth Amendment 
rights against self-incrimination 
when they were asked whether they 
were members of the Communist 
Party, which "probably sealed 
their fate." 

files will .v.erify-. bo-th his ··}'la'rents ' ,-,~ r· , lie. 4~~c;:r.i,~R,- .~- wQ.o~e .,gqm_ut of · 
inno~en¢_e. 4 and ·:th~ .~intriGa;t;,e}y· . " , ; ., j Uf;ljc_:i~J •. ¥,w.ro.pr;i~ties and fabri- . 
contrived government frarneup. cations in an attempt to convince 

~ollowing World War II, the the audience that the affair was 
American people were brainwashed really a frameup and that he was 
into believing that domestic not ''merely spouting rhetoric," 
radicalism and foreign (especially including a prosecution claim that 
Communist) espionage were somehow a certain table in the Rosenberg's 
linked, Meeropol charged, adding possession purchased at Macy's for 

· . • $21.00 was actually a gift of the 
that the reopen~ng of_the c~se Russians to be .used for the pro-
~ould expose th1s bramwashmg at cessing of microfilms. 
1ts root~. . A pre-trial remark by presiding 

He sa1d that thro~gh a dell~- Judge Irving Kaufman that he was 
~rate pattern of perJ~red te~t~ony willing to use the death sentence 
~nduced through coerc1on of 1nd~v- if warranted by the evidence _-
1duals by_the gove~ent and trlal reflects his prejudicial attitude 
pr~sentat1on of know1ngly false and complicity with the government, 
ev1dence, gove~ent p:osecu~ors Meeropol claimed. ''The judge was 
hoped. to c:eate the b1~gest Sf.Y a second prosecutor." 
c~se 1n Un1ted ~tates hlstory._ • Additionally, the recently 
~lded by a mass1ve smear campalgn released government files showed 
1n the ~ress, the Rosenb~rgs, that the Atomic Energy Commission 
~lger_H1ss and others were framed (AEC) released classified inform-
1n th~s way, Meero~ol asserted. ation to make it appear that 

Br1ef~y recountlng the case, sensative atomic secrets were 
he_expla1n~d that_Harry Gold, a stolen, Meeropol said. 
Ph1ladelph~a chem1st,_who~ he, In tribute to the former United 
labeled a vsychopa~h1c llar, . States Supreme Court Justice 
had confessed_ to be1ng _the cour1er William o. Douglas, Meeropol said 
fo; the notor1ous Russ1an under- Douglas acted unilaterally to 
:over agent • Klaus Fuchs· Gold stay the Rosenberg execution after 
1nformed the . FBI that David a stay was defeated in a 5~4 
Greenglass, Ethel's brother, was decision by the full Court. 
one of his contacts and Greenglass Although Douglas was subsequently 
later implicated both of the overruled by the Full Court, he 
Rosenbergs · in the conspiracy by succeeded in delaying the execution 
advancing "phony" eviden~, he said. by one day. 

~urchase held its Fourth Annual Blood Drive last week. 1here were ' three 
more pints donated this year . than last year. It was a day of giving and· 
goodwill. 
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Health Services at Purchase: A Report ~ 
~ 

BY JOHN AVERILL \::l 
With Secur_i ty, when we bring people .' , 

Pat Vandonick, full time nurse at 
Purchase, is soon resigning for 
.various reasons, one being the lack 

uPurchase appears to be 
to the hospital, we can't provide ~ 
the return trip. We have to get ·m· 
right back to campus ." Housing . §' 

'of business. "Its sometimes hard 
has set up a system, us ing the F. P.s-:: 
with cars on call to make runs to ':::l 

(!) 
() 
!1> 
~ 
b' 

for me to keep busy, Purchase appears 
to be a healthy school. I am a 
nurse and I want to practice." 
Nurse Vandonick mentioned the serious 
way people take school, such as at 

·exam time, "a time when students 

a healthy school ... " 
the hospital to pick up released 

patients. JoAnne Wasserman, 
editor of The Load had a chance 
today to test the efficiency of 
this system. "I had to wait 

~ 
~ -
0\ 

' 
can't afford to be sick, "and "the its members. I feel some forn. 
limited times the clinic is open." ·of funding would continue, in 
The clinic i s not open weeknights, ' what way I don't know ." 
weekends or holidays when the rest The Purchase community depends 

there was any danger of being unable 
to get people out and to a hospital. 
Dean Redkey answered, ''Security has 
four wheel drive vehi cles capable of 
going over anythng we would get 
here." Dee Molinari, head of hous
ing also mentioned the fact of the 
airport being nearby . . "If worst 
came tQ worst, we could fly them 

45 minutes while housing tried ~ 
to find an R.A . with a car. It was ~ 
in the middle of the day and no- ~ 
body was around. I might not 

of Purchase remains open. solely on Security, Housing and 
/ The two doctors are available the outside medical facilities 
only on weekday mornings and for medi~al assistance over the 
many students have said they could weekends and weeknights. Jerry 
not get down to see the doctors Barry, Director of Security, sai d 
because of heavy schedules. "Several of our officers have first 

"There was a reluctance to aid instructor's certificates 
spend more money and hire, n~w and are trained to handle many of 
_personnel to_open tne cl1n1c the minor medical emergencies which 
weeknights and weekends when the need arise. If not, procedures have 
was not all that clear, n · said Ed been set up to transport people to 

out in a helicopter." 
A problem arising from using 

outside hospitals to such a large 
extent, is not getting to the 
hospital but gett~ng them back . 

have gotten a ride. Have you ever 
tried to get back to Purchase from 
St. Agnes Hospital in White Plains." 
As she was saying this , rubbing 
a large bump on her forehead with 
her bandaged thumb, Wasserman added, 
"I guess I can't complain . The 
bandaged thumb would have made 
it easier to hitch -- it's easier 
to see." 

Redkey, Dean of Students. So, a the hospitals near by. We have had BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 1975-1976 
kind of Catch 22 arises. Any move toheart attacks, broken legs, drug 
broaden the services are based on theoverdoses, and serious injuries 
extent to which the clinic is pre- received in car accidents. · We are 
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sently being used. Many students prepared to handle them." January 
St . Thomas Aquinas 
Maritime 

have expressed their need for the Housing personnel are also 
clinlc and their inability to get trained in first aid and have keys 
to it when it is open. To open it to the Student Senate van to trans
more, more students have to use it port people to the hospital if it is 
now. not serious. Harrison volunteer am-

Fashion Institute (JV) 
College of White Plains 
John Jay (JV) 
Sarah Lawrence 
Mt. St. Mary 

Dr. Padawar, Director of the ~ - bulance corps will respond in a February 
Gynecology Clinic, said he, 'was real emergency. 

2 
6 

10 
14 
16 
19 

Kings College (JV) 
Old Westbury 

surprised at the relatively small The question was raised of the 
number of students who use the free possibility of Purchase being iso
services. I would think students lated in a snow storm or similar 
would want to use this as opposed to kinds of situations, and whether 

New Paltz 
Laguardia (JV) 
Lehman (JV) 

Colleoe of White Plains 
other outside services because it's 
free, right where they live, and 
completely confidential." Dr. 

·radawar went on to say he thought 
part of the reason for students not 
coming to the clinic was "that many 
students live ne~r their homes and 
have already established medical care 

l State Bud~et 
Another Crisis .for SUNY 

·close by." BY ANDREW. HUGOS 
One student apptdachtid_; 'Cldesn't use ---:•u ovemor Carey' s ·plan ·.for- ,..,, . .. 

the' Gynecology Clihft . b'E!cl:ms'e'; ' as· I c eliminati'l'lg' Jt;lie' ~ st-ate'S' budget'' I ' 

she put it, "I dqn' t have that one deficit may deal a crippling blow 
morning off to go see him. I would to public higher education in 
like to, but the time is wrong.'' New ·York, forcing tuition to go 

Numerous female students have up at SUNY and be imposed at CUNY. 
complained of ·the irregularity of Carey has proposed a $555 
Padawar's hours and said that he is million increase in State taxes and 
"not reliable." He has no regular $597 million in budget cutbacks _--
hours so it is difficult to know including the elimination of 7,000 
when he is in. ·~o . can si~ there jobs -- to close the budget gap 

. +~·. . c ,, 

"Tb'e news about tbe budget 

doesn't sound good ... " 

for hours and wait for him to show which is placed at $1.5 billion 
up." Other students have . voiced over the next 16 months. in other words, will some campuses 
the need for a female gynecologist. The Carey plan calls for a $ll0 be closed ?" 
"They're much more sensitive to million cut in State spending on "We don't know how bad· it will 
women's problems, obviously." education, including a $42 million get," he continued. ''We may have 

The Gynecology Clinic provides cut in the State University budget. to do one or two or three of these 
breast examinations, physicals for The $42 million cut is to be _things -- we just don't know." He 
contraceptives, prescriptions for offset by a $24 million increase said the University did not include 
the pill, fits diaphragms, and in revenues raised by the State a tuition hike into its budget 
makes referrals for I.U.D. implant- University. Ostensibly, this request, but sources close to the 
ations and abortions. There also is means an increase in room rent and central administration and the 
a family planning counseling service. tuition, but no official statement Legislature say that SUNY will 
All of these services are free. The calling for such hikes ahs been have to either raise tuition -or 
only costs for the students are pap - issued. close campuses. A dorm rent hike 
tests and drugs. SUNY Vice-Chancellor Cliff is almost a foregone conclusion. 

Purchase's health services are Thorne told students at a SASU The situation is even bleaker at 
funded by Albany. Ron Bristow, an conference last week, '1be news the City University (CUNY), 
administrator involved with a study about the budget doesn't sound · which has already absorbed an 
that would make recommendations by good ... and the University has $87 million cut and now must make 
the chancellor to the Board of to consider a lot of questions. an additional $55 million cut. 
Trustees for alternative ways· to How many students are we going to ' The New York State Board of / 
fund the campus health service, admit ? We've got to consiqer the Regents called Thursday for the 
stated, "the report is now sitting. revenue question, and that means State to increase its share of 
We can't really say anything for sure the tuition question. Programs -- the CUNY budget from 40% to 75% 
because of the present financial What programs are going to be b~t th.is. would. be coupled with the 
situation." eliminated? We've got to consider ll!lpOSltlon of tuition at illNY 

"Some of the alternatives being · the number of units we're operating, equal to that at SUNY and an end 
studied deal with what level the 
state should fund the health ser-
vices," continued Bristow. "One 
possibi lity is havi ng the state pay 
one base figtire to cover health 
services expenses . If the indi
vidual school f elt the need for 
more services, they would pay for 
them either through charging a 
mandatory health fee along with the 
housing fee or else a user's fee . 
For instance, anybody wanting to 
use an allergy clinic would either 
haveone set fee or- else be charged 
with each visit.'' 

The state is not required to 
provide health services of any kind 
to state campuses. But Bristow 
did not think that Albany would cut 
funds entirely. "Though this was 
a possibility, I really doubt it 
would happen. The-State University 
is an institution. As such it · 
feels a responsibility to care for 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

and amplifiers at discount 

SAM ASH MUSIC STORES 

178 Mamaroneck Ave., 

Info. 301 Peninsula Blvd., 

Hempstead, N.Y. 11550 

to the open admissions program. 
.The Regents proposal also calls 

for program eliminabons, campus 
closeouts, and the loss of one 
week's pay more than the $110 in 
fees which they now pay. 

City Board of Higher Education 
Chairperson Alfred Gardino ap
plauded the Regents call for more 
State aid to CUNY, but said "a 
direct appropriation of $28.8 
million" would make more sense than 
levying tuition at the present 
time. He admitted that tuition 
may have to be charged in the 
future. 

Gardino claimed that the $55 
million cut 1n the CUNY budget 
ordered by the Emergency Financial 
Control Board would 'kill the 
University. 

City Unviersity Student Senate 
President Jay Herschenson, 
speaking at the December 9 Fight
Back Rally in New York, said that 
through mass action the students 
had scrapped the University's 
plan to bar a new freshman class 
from entering CUNY next semester. 
He re~terated that mass acLion 
"is the only way for us to respond 
to the budget crisis." He hinted 
that a joint SUNY-CUNY demonstra
tion would be called for Albany 
in February. 

The Professional Staff Congress, 
the CUNY faculty union, blasted the 
Regents recomnendation that faculty 
lose one week of pay. 

.. - ...... 
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Letters to th.e Editor 
Peace,Love ·· 

and Technology 
To The Editor: 

an "enemy" they often fotmd them
selves hating rather than loving. 

The study of behavior in the 
laboratory has led to a technology 
of teaching. This technology is 
not only useful in teaching pigeons 
to play ping-pong and retarded 
children to walk ; but it can also 
be used to teach people how to 
"love their enemies." The tech
nology gives us procedures. It 
does not just tell us that we 

EDITORIAL: 
Tonights Town Meeting is 

Imperative 
A number of controversies have surrounded the Purchase community fn the 
past few months. Ultimately, it is up to the community to ask questions 
and get answers. 

Manv of us are wondering what will happen at the gym where there have been 
reports of mismanaged funds that could easily lead to the closing of that 
building and its' facilities . The Student Senate has been told that with
out funding from Student Activitites Fees, this is a very real danger. 
Are the students g~ing to have to pay for someone else's mistakes? 

The time has also come for some action and answers about the ridicu
lously high prices at the Snack Bar and the poor quality of the food in 
the Dining Hall.This is also the time to re-evaluate the Campus' health 
service and find ways that it can better meet the needs ·of the ~tudents 
it proposes to serve. 

And finally there is the matter of Purchase's academic program where there 
has been little if any communication between students, faculty, and · admin
istration . Most of us have little if any idea \"/here . the college stands -in 

terms of the SUNY budget next year. 

Tonight, the Student Senate has taken the remarkably good initiative to 
hold a Town Meeting where students can plan and discuss a meeting with 
President Kaplan tomorrow. This is a necessary step and requires the att
endance of all Purchase students. Without this kind of action, we have 
only more of the .same to look forward to. 

Fitting Food, 
' not Language 

People are always talking about 
making psychology relevant to 
their lives . I would like to 
share with you some of the recent · 
discoveries that have been made 
about tlie "peop1e world." 

I have been learning a lot should love one anothe_r tmcon- . 
ditionally and that we ought not to To The Editor: 

volved now and this tmforttmate 
trend is not reversed ; Purchase is 
going to become less of a community 
than it is now. As it is, it's 
going to be difficult with more new 
students coming in next year and 
the opening of a new dormitory 
complex. 

about how people behave with other 
people. I think Jesus learned a 
remarkable way of being with 
people. Other people in history 
have learned similar ways of 
behaving -- like King, Sweitzer, 
Buddha, Ram Dass, and Stephen 
Gaskin, to name a few. It's inter
esting that these people come from 
such diverse backgrotmds. It also 
amazes me that environments so 
scarce in love and so plentiful in 
ptmishment have produced even 
occasional beings such as these. 
I think the environment was just 
right for Jesus to learn his way 
of being and likewise for the 
others. I think occasionally an 
environment "snowballs" for someone 
learning a skill. One gets a high 
rate of reinforcement and learns 
very quickly. This attention helps 
one become more loving and even 
more extraordinary. 

The difficulty in the past has 
come when these people tried to 
teach others to behave t~e way 
they did. It's only recently that 
we've developed useful models of 
the learning process. Jesus 
learned a lot, but he didn't -learn 
very effective ways of teaching 
others. He made attempts, but 
none of his followers have been as 

go hurting each other. What i~ 
gQes is tell us how to go about 
_putting it into day to day practice. 
I know how to program myself to · 

After reading Servo Food 
Director Frederick A. Surrettee's 
letter that appeared in last week's 
LOAD, it occurs to me that should 
the gentleman exhibit as strong 
a sense of ethics about the quality 
and prices of food in the Snack 
Bar as he has about "fitting 
language,.' ~ we just might have a 
half-way acceptable food service 
on this campus. 

As things stand now he obviously 
hasn't, and frankly, Mr. Surrettee 
really doesn't seem to give a darn. 

be tmafraid of survival-mythical 
fears cindpress"ures. I have pro
cedures for reducing other people~$ 
criticism so that they in turn can 
reduce mine. Half the prDblem in 
teaching a new behavior is identi
fying precisely what the behavior 
is. This is not easy, but it makes 
things simpler in the long rtm. 
Perhaps this is the main difference 
between Christian love and positive 
reinforcement. I find that identi-
fying the behaviors specifically Adam J . Nagourney 
helps me to become more loving. 

The exciting thing is that we are 

It is ·up to all the members 
of the College, not just those 
directly involved with student 
life, to help move this campus in 
the direction of a community. 

Jon Probber 

A Letter to the People 

To The Editor: 
Well actually folks,. thi s is a: 

letter to you. A cry for help, 
salvation, writers, photographers, 
and the iike. Believe it or not, 
it ain't little elves that make changing each other all the time -- S S 

with every word and gesture we make penser_ not pencer 
. we . shape the people arotmd us. , , -~ '·' _ ~ .o; _, _ :.. .._ ' ...:J··~· ~~·~!' 

, .that .reqding material available on 
~< ·.,. ''<rdesliay "thghts ; i t's a handful of 

\'/hat I'm learning to do is talk T Th Ed· t . 
and attend to people _ in ways that 0 e 1 or. 

'~ students who work rather hard so 
we can get The Load to you . Our 
job would be much easier -if their make it more likely that people 

will be reinforcing rather than 
ptmishing. Some of the people 
arotmd me are reinforcing tho$e 
behaviors in me. This is essential 
for me to learn the new behaviors. 
Eventually we may have a society 
here, it's a matter of course for 

everyone to reinforce pleasant, 
·caring behaviors and such behavior 
·will be the norm. 

-In peace, 

Quoted and, never, I hope thin
skinned about ''misquotation", may I, 
in the service of our native 

were more hands around. 
But you say, I only write poetry 

and Trixie A. Balm was right. Posh. 
We'll teach you how to write so you 
too can race around the aampus like 
Lois Lane. Just think, for the 
first time _in your life, you'll be 
important. Well, even if you are 
important now, newspapers are the 
most fun you can have with your 
clothes on. Just ask Larry 
Bortoluzzi on a Tuesday morning. 

"great" as he. He spoke in 
parables to people, he lectured, he 
said "Love your enemies" and people. 
listened, . enraptured and said yes, 
yes, but when they later encotmtered Richard Graham 

tongue correct Spencer and Faerie 
Queen (the LOAD, 9 xii 75) to 
Spenser and Faerie Queene ? The 
story is told that the late C. S. 
Lewis once entertained a Politics
Philosophy-Economics major who had 
inadvertently wandered into his 
Oxford class, expecting per~ps 
Herbert Spencer. ·~ere is a 
Spenser of another sort," Mr. Lewis 
is reported to have politely 
observed as the student departed . 
"It is spelled with an 's' and I -
hope that you have learned some
thing in this past few minutes." 

But seriously, we need all kinds 
of help and we've asked for it time 
and time again. To cover the 
campus adequately as it begins to 
grow we need more writers ... and 
photographers ... and copy readers ... 

HolD 0"-11'1. MINUTE ••• TRUE:. wG:MA'{ 8€ 
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So might we all, beyond mere 
orthography. 

Merry Xmas, 

Michael O'Loughlin 

Purchase Prof's 

don't Party 
To the Editor: 

It is one of the great failing 
of SUNY Purchase ~ that the faculty 

We have staff meetings on M:)nday 
nights at 7:30 in the Load office; 
located in the basement of CCS room 
0028, phone 5578. If you can't make 
~t, contact anybody in the staff 
box. 

JoAnn~ Wasserman 

Germs not Gems 

and administration are involved to To The Editors: 
such a mfnimal extent with: student _ " Believe it or not, the entire 
life in particular and the non- art:lcle on The Doobie Brothers · 
academic life of the college in which appeared in last week's Load 
general. . It is even more dis- was in chronological order and had 
heartening that (with a few a fair share of co~nents by members 
notable exceptions) none of the of the group--at one time, at least 
academicians, when presented ·with least. Most copy editors, I would 
the opporttmity to become involved, think, us~lly choose quotes by ·• 
avail themselves of it. the subjects being interviewed 

The recent Christmas party here over the author's interjections. 
at Purchase. was a sad exeriiplifica- 1\'hat the subjects have to say is, 
tion of thi s disinterest. after all of -~i~ inter~st ~o the 
While the turnout was satisfactory readers . 'But no~ matter. 
and a good time was had by those Whether they were typos or notr 
who attended, the number of academ- The Doobie Brothers left New ~nrx 
ic officers who showed up could be for Boston at noon the folJ ;a1•'iT'<T 
cotmted on the· fingers of one- day .. Their road crew split :o.t 
fifth of one hand. None ot the Vice- 5:30 a.m. 
Presi dents were there , ?fid only 
the Dean of Students , Edwin Redkey, 
made an appear ance on behalf of the 
divisional heads . 

I cannot help but speculat e that 
i f the academics ar e this unin-

Please note the Mr. Baxter t o l n. 
me that "Half the songs are germs" 
on the upcoming Doobie's album, 
not gems. There i s a difference. 

Byron. Reimus 



BY MICHAEL POWELL 

·~e (Washington) desire an 
Angolan settlement of Angolan 
problems, but if the Communists 
try to provide dominance for one 
faction by huge arms shipments or 
men, the United States will try 
to prevent the Communists from 
succeeding." This statement made 
recently by Henry Kissinger, has 
a haunting ring to it. Indeed. it 
is proof once again that the Cold' 
War mentality still dominates our 
foreign policy. 

It has been apparent for some_ 
time now that the next great arena 
for the Cold War has shifted -from 
Europe to the Third World and 
specifically to South America and 
Africa . .,.. The countries on these 
continents have traditionally 
served as suppliers of both man
power and goods to the industri
alized countries of both the East 
and West. With the inevitable 
emergence of nationalization, 
political and economic self
awareness on the part of these 
countries, the super-powers are 
resorting to the politics of 
influence versus total domination. 
The battle has assumed particular 
intensity because of the vast, 
untapped natural resources in 
many of these countries . • 

The focal point for these 
struggles has now become Angola. 
Located in southwestern Africa, 
Angola, a former Portuguese 
colony, is considered to have an 
almost limitless wealth in mineral 
ores and phosphates. This is in 
addition to its vast size and 
strategic position. The present 
civil war going on in Angola, 
between the MLPA, the Russian 

- The 

and Cuban-backed group and ' FNLA, 
the group backed by' south Africa 
and the United 'States, illustrates 
fundamental problems in our whole 
foreign outlook. The MLPA is 
now recognized by 33 governments, 
including some allies of ours, as 
the legitimate government of 
Pngola. However, the United 
States refuses ,to recognize the 

fnttbort UP~tmtn!The New York Times P1durn 

C8ptured Soviet weapons In Angola. 
MLPA, and worse yet, continues to 
support a group propped up by white 
mercenaries from South Africa. 

In the past the' United States 
supported the discredited 
Portuguese colonies in Africa 
because they supported United 
States economic policies. As long 
as our country insists on making 
Third World countries grow and 
produce not what helps them, but 
rather what we need to import, and 
follows a policy of supporting 
corrupt dictatorships, we will 
succeed only in aiienating the 
Third World countries. 

By immediately labeling the new 
Angola government as Communist, .the 
press has aided in this loss of 

J ' ' 
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Next Vietnam ~ 
t>:l 

perspective. The government is 
not Marxist, it is socialist, as 
are many of the -countries in 
Africa. As George Houser points 
out in a well .-wri t.ten article in 
the Sunday TIMES, "In a continent 
~here there is little private 
1ccumulation of capital, socialism 
8£ one sort or another is an 
accepted norm. Capitalism is a 
reali ty .. in most of Africa only 
through the interests of foreign 
corporations and enterprises." 

However, such luminaries of 
American political punditry as 
C. I. Schulzberger, William 
Buckly and Patrick t-1oynihan warn 
of the obvious "influence" the 
Soviets would gain in Angola and 
eventually in all of Africa. 
Schulzberger warns that the 
"Uilited States uneasily opposes 
the threat of a soviet-dominated 

· Angola that would ptovide Russia 
with naval and air bases and a 
strong point aimed at the mineral 
wealth of southern Africa and 
Zaire." He ignores the fact that 
the Third World countries are 

~ 
t::l -
"i 

not necessarily eager to be ~ 
dominated by either the U.S. or ~ 
Russia. These countries have very -~ 
often displayed an admirable 

l? 
~ 
~ -

ability to walk the tightrope 
between the superpowers while 
reaping benefits from both sides. 
This has certainly been true of 
Egypt and the OPEC in general. 

As these countries start to 
""' "' -

"find themselves" economically, t;; 
they will become less, not more, ~ 
dependent on the superpowers. 
It is reported that the FNLA and 
the MLPA both asked Russia, the 
U.S. and China for help. However, 
because we have insisted on making 
a stand against the "Communist 
influence" in Africa, we are once 
again supporting a discredited 
group with little support from the 
indigenous governments of Africa. · 
Further, we have alienated perhaps 
the one body where such matters 
could be resolved, the U.N. We 
have done this by allowing Patrick 
M:>ynihan, the long-winded apologist' 
our Cold War policies, to attack 
the African countries as "Communist
controlled" and "anti-democratic." 

Thus, we find ourselves slowly 
getting immersed in•another war 
on another continent against the 
threat of communism. We have 
already poured $25 million into 
Angola over the last three months 
and we intend to double that amount 
in the future. Already, American 

·"advisers" are in Angola to counter 
Cuban troops and Russian aid. 
We are increasingly allied wi th 
South Africa, through prox~ or 
otherwise. One is left waiting for 
the next scream of outrage from the 
government at the 1975 version of 
the Bay of Pigs .• 

~~: ;.;: ·:~:'f!:Yffaut: /t.Afan in Retrospect 
BY CAROL Z IM'-ffiRMAN 

From infantile fantasies and 
parental influences, to unattained 
virility and financial misfortunes, 
and onto domesticity and marital 
manipulations, Francois Truffaut 
leads us intQ the life of Antoine 
Doinel. Truffaut's trilogy, 
400 BLOWS, STOLEN KISSES, and 
BED AND BOARD, all starring 
Jean-Pierre Leaud, attempt to 
sketch the psychological develop
ment of a man's quest for affection. 
Although limited in his conclusions 
and negligent in his attempt to 
understand societal factors, 
Truffaut succeeds in presenting 
both the pathetic as well as 
humorous aspects of his character. 

The analysis of all of Truffaut's 
films is not what I want to con
centrate on. My purpose for 
writing this article is twofold: 
wanting to enlighten the Purchase 
community to a director whom I 
believe paramount, as well as to 
give credibility to my short term 
project, I'm writing to inform 
everyone of the Truffaut retro
spective weekly at the Bleeker 
Street Cinema and to solicit 
company on my Wednesday afternoon 
treks to New York . · . Done in 
chronological sequence starting 
with his earliest 1957 film, 
LES MISTONS, and the coming of 
puberty, up until his latest film, 
DAY FOR NIGHT, or the direction 
of a film of direction, the 
Bleeker Street Cinema is screening 
all of Francois Truffaut's major 
works·. Now only three weeks into 
the series and six films past, I'm 
already able to pick out repeating 
shots, consistent tones of humor, 
and Hitchcockian similarities. 
The audience, all of which I'm 
beginning to recognize, can now 
laugh in unison when we see a set 
or a walk-on actor that we have 
seen in the film the week before . 

l'lhen the ,cat in the f ilm THE SOFT 
SKIN began to sip the milk which 
was on the -tray left uutside the 
hotel room, we all knew that thi s 

would be the same cat which would 
be giving him trouble in DAY FOR 
NIGHT. After watching Truffaut 
direct the non-classical, classical 

simply transposed into the world 
of gangsters. By making the 
gangsters funny he was attempting 
to compensate for the film's basic 

uDirecting primarily at a time when French directors 

believed that films should be serious and thought 

provoking documents, Truffaut saw nothing wrong 

· with wanting to make people laugh" 

triangle of love in JULES AND JIM 
(a film paradoxically titled with 
two male names yet starring a 
woman, Jeanne M:>reau) and then 
seeing him deal with a similar 
triangular relationship in THE 
SOFT SKIN, but this time with 
different angles, numerous par
allels can be drawn. 

convetionalism. The film, when 
initially shown in the U.S., 
was an incredible success. 
Truffaut said that the audience 
didn't stop laughingonce- - even 
during the dramatic· sequences. 
Directing primarily at a time when 
French directors believed that 

the film for the second time, do 
you begin to appreciate the film's 
technical attributes. It is only 
when your concentration can be 
diverted from the sometimes 
rapidly appearing sub-titles that 
you can change your frame of 
reference on to the creatively 
edited bedroom scene in SHOOT THE 
PIANO PLAYER and the variety of 
camera angles in THE STOLEN KISSES. 
It is not until you become 
familiar with Antoine Doinel, that 
you begin to understand how 
Truffaut forces the audience to 
sympathize with this juvenile 
delinquent, by ways of close-shots 
and subjective camera work. As 
soon as the plot becomes rooted 
in your brain, you begin to make 
the inevitable comparisons from the 
films THE BRIDE WORE BLACK and 
400 BLOWS to the cinematic 
techniques of Alfred Hitchcock. 

Anyhow, now that I have conviced 
everyone to 'rekindle their flames 
for Truffaut, I'll remind you that 
next Wednesday beginning at 2Pt-1, 
the Bleeker Street Cinema is 
screening MISSISSIPPI MERMAID and 
THE WILD CHILD, both directed in 
1969, and the week after that TWO 
ENGLISH GIRLS and BED AND BOARD, 

and then finally SUCH A GORGEOUS 
KID LIKE ME and DAY FOR NIGHT. 

Truffaut began his cinematic 
career as a critic, firmly 
believing that. film should be an 
entertaining medium, and that 
noone's evening should ever be 
wasted at the movies. This meant 
that the director should always 
take into account what the audience 
wishes to see, while at the same 
time breaking all laws of con
vention. SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER 
was directed in accord with these 
theories ;· filled with songs, 
picturesque scenery and laughs, 
Truffaut believed he was making a 
f ilm that had something for every
one . The film which r esults from 
Truffaut's hatred for gangster 
f ilms wi t h weeping crooks and good 
guys against bad guys , contains 

films should be 'serious· and thought-
provoking documents, Truffaut saw .............................. .. 

all the bourgeois conveqtions 

nothing wrong with wanting to 
make people laugh. From songs like 

"My wife is a Rasberry" in 
SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER, to Antoine -
Doinel repeating his name 100 
times over with a Russian accent 
in front of his bathroom mirror 
in STOLEN KISSES, are -- from the 
audLence ' s unanimous laughter --
indeed funny. 

But yet you say that you have 
already seen most of Truffaut's 
film in the Purchase film series 
and that FARRENHEIT 451 has been 
on TV at least a dozen times. All 
of you graduates of the cinematic 
expression doctrination, as well as 
all of · you who aren't, probably 

Quote of the Week 

~~Don't leave yet 

folks ... " 

-Bert Klavens 

(said as the Purchase Panthers 
were only 2 poi nts behind with 
just 7 seconds left to play in 
Saturday night's game.) 

realize !hat it's not until you , see .................................. .. 

) 
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l:>j Linda LaRue: A Traditionalist at Purchase 
~ 
~ BY ELLEN WEIMAN 

~ . "I 've been teaching since I was 
~eight years old." With a gleam in 
~ her eye she explained, "I love 
' teaching. It's exciting for me to 
~ see a student's eyes light up, to 
2 see him grasp a concept and really 
&start- thinking." A vicarious 
~ - orgasm, if you will, -and due to the 
~ - availability · of the position, Linda 
~LaRue, lecturer in political 
~tHeory, has become a recent addition 
~ to the Purchase faculty. 
~ Aware that her traditional 

teaching methods such as demanding 
papers on time, strict grading and 
many lectures, have created much 
controversy in the short time she's 

been ·here, LaRue feels that 
required courses "should make 
people think and work. To have 
an intimate relationship with the 
text. One student in my political 
theory class handed in a paper on 
the guilt or innocence of Socrates, 
with the conclusion that there was 
not enough substantial evidence to 
convict him. That's missing the 
question entirely." 
- During lunch at the Tulip Room 
of the Rye Hilton, LaRue explained 
that she is in favor of the -concept 
of Purchase, the idea of self
motivation and discipline on the 
student's part. '1be students at 
PurGhase have a great deal . of 

potential to be self-motivated 
and self-disciplined. The question 
is, will the faculty help guide 
that potential to reach its 
actualization ?" 

She pointed to the problem of 
higher education, with. its concen
tration of potential rather than 
its development. "Don't tell me 
that you're an ear of corn," she 
said, "let me 'see those green 
leaves, the kernels, to become 
more completely what you want to 
be. That potential has to be 
harvested at some time." 

faculty at the College to 'publish 
or perish", she shrugged. ''You've 
got to do that anyway. At ,least 
at Purchase I have the freedom 
to do what I want. I've been 
around colleges long enough to 
know that it's a business too, 
just like a corporation. If you 
want to get somewhere, sometimes 
you have to learn to play by their 
rules. Just like a big business, 
the problem begins when one decides 
to get somewhere and thinks that 
the price one has to pay won't 
happen to him." 

You Want to Turn This Place 
Into a Jock School? -

As a graduate student at Cornell 
and a visiting instructor at SUNY 
Binghamton for one year, LaRue 
feels that stude~ts here have a 
greater responsibility than at 
other schools because "their 
performance makes a difference as 
to whether Purchase as a concept is 
going to work. Students set the 
standards· and traditions, they have 

For one who has a realistic, 
and possibly bitter view of the 
world, Linda LaRue has high 
standards and goals -- not only 
for herself but her students too. 

"I'd like to study law someday," 
she said as shewaiked to the car, 
"maybe one day get into political 
life. But for now I love teaching. 
There are those bad days, and th9se 
other days that I really feel like 
I'm making a contribution." BY/GLEN .M. SLATTERY 

Purchase held its first (and 
possibly last) annual "Turkey Trot" 
a few weeks ago. "The Apathy Way" 
would have been a better name for 
the track considering the -meager _ 
turn-out. Out of the twenty odd 
personages that signed up ,for this 
test of skill and endurance, . only 
six could find the skill and endur
ancE{ to actually enter the race. 

But this did nothing to daunt the 
spirits of Mike Kozinsky, who was 
helping Coach Ernie Palmieri in 
s.ending the runners off, or off and 
running, whichever you prefer. 
On finding out that a reporter from 
The Load was present, Mr. Kozinsky 
exclaimed ''Where are the cameras!?" 
Where are the photographers!?" in 
a manner suggesting that the news
paper was about to miss out on the 
biggest story since Lincoln was shot 
if it didn't have a dramatic picture 
of the winnet streaking across the 
finish line. 

Considering the lavish prizes 
that were to be bestowed on the 
winners, it's amazing that more 
people didn't enter. A ten pound 
turkey led the. way as first prize, 
with second and third place wimiers 
to be awarded with T-shirts. With 
high stakes like these, it's no 
wonder there was such a massive 
response from the student body. 

Waiting for the race to begin, 
the tension slowly builds up among 
the participants. The competitors 
appreach each other with the query, 
"Are you running?" as if people 
walking around with sweat suits and 
numbers pinned on to them would be_ 
doing anything -else. 

The crowd that turned out to see 

I 

the power to determine if Purchase 
this spectacle ~s not of gargantuan is going to make it or not . " 
proportions, but what is lacked in. Whereas at Cornell, as with most 
numbers it made up for in original- Ivy League schools, "in order to 
ity. There was at least one dog, get somewhere, those traditions 
a number of babies and a few very much have to be followed. 
curious bystanders. who were probably ' It's important not to create 
wondering if . the trip to Washington enemies," she said. 

- After one semester at Purchase 

Purchase Orchestra 
Ex cells 

BY DANIEL SCHWARTZMAN 

had been changed into a marathon. she feels that, unlike other schools, With a standing ovation that 
So, everyone lines up, and the the faculty have the freedom to be ushered the soloist to the stage 

coach says, "All right, when I say creative. She noted that the six times, the Purchase Orchestra. ~ 
go ... " and before he can finish school is set up in such a way that proved it was quite capable of hand-
with the instructions, they're off. "I can teach, and still have time ling the very difficult and intensely 
The anxious athletes are recalled to do the things that I want to do. dramatic music of Wagner, Schubert,· 
for another start, and the event At Purchase I am the political and Brahms. 
finally gets underway as the racers theory department." The Brahms Violin Concerto, which 
take off in a flurry of shivering LaRue elaborated on the took up the entire second half, was 
arms and legs, with a dog yapping necessity of political theorists in one of the high points of the season. 
at their heels. society. '1bere are plenty of The soloist, Purchase's own Motoi 

After a race like this begins , doers in society, but not enough Takeda, gave a performance · 
there isn't much to· do but stand thinkers. They're the ones who ask which was nothing short of master-
around and get cold. The hands on the questions, figure out the ful. He went through his virtuosic 
the stopwatch go oy with agonizing impact and consider the alter- acrobatics with great control, and 
slowness, as the sponsors of this natives before something is done, with such energy that he split sev-
extravaganza wonder what they're not afterwards. Theorists ask the , eral hairs on his bow. The arches-
going to use for a finish point. The questions that people don't want tra _supplied a lush accompaniement, 
traditional tape isn't available, asked, but must be." proper balance between soloist and 
but Kozinsky suggests an alternative: With many references to polit~ orchestra was maintained through-
"Well, I can hold out my hand, and ical writings and ancient thinkers out. 
they can touch it ... " Real punctuating the conversation, she The concert began with a tympani 
class. spoke of the political theorist roll and trombone entrance which 

A quarter of an hour later, the playing the same role as Socrates summoned the opening of Siegfried's 
contenders come into sight and head did -- the 'gadfly' -- and his Rhine Journey by Wagner. They hand-
home. Mark Richards was the winner symbiotic relationship with Ancient led the piece very well, but prob-
wi th a time of 15 min. 20 sec. , Athens. "It takes a long time to lems did· arise. The Mozarian 
while Mike Rabinowitz (time: 16:23) build an Athens, and martyrs and string section was overpowered by a 
and Tom Russo (time: 16:26) took quick revolts get stepped on. full Wagnerian wind and brass sec-
second and third places. There ·must always b~ room in - tion in a less than adequate hall. 

A wonian present at the Turkey society for the thinkers," she The Schubert Symphony No. 5 ~s 
Trot ~as di~turbed that such a said, but quiCkly' added that 'doers' do~e , in a light, playfu~ manne:, 
sporting event could happen at are equally as important. 'My which presented the audience with 
~rchase. Don~t worry. Purchase husband is a lawyer, he's a ·doer, a delightful contra~t.to Wagner's 
will become a Jock school when and we have discussed the impli- heavy German Romanticism. The 
Gerry Ford learns how to run the cations of both roles. Sometimes conductor, Mr • . Shumsky displayed 
country, and they ··re both gonna I • d like 'to be a doer too." ' musical leadership as the orchestra 
be a long .time in coming. In addressing the pressure of rellponded well. 

How to Buy a Used President 
BY SNUBNOSE 

As you are probably aware, 1976 
is a presidential election year·. 
That being so, ev~ryone is soon . 
going to need a candidate to ride 

around with. While most people 
wait until the last hurrah of the 
national conventions to make their 
selection, I thought it would be 
wise to beat the ''year-end" sales 
pitches and shop for a _candidate 
now. But as the year of 1975 draws 
to a close, I find that inflation 
has left me rathen poor. ' There
fore, I had to make my selection 
among the used candidates. 

My first, and only stop was 
a place called "Happy Harry's" 
whose motto is, "The bucks stop 
here." Harry specializes in 
second-hand Democrats and he 
was happy as all hell to show me 
his better models. 

The Humphrey was the-first 
candidate that Harry brought to my 
attention. The HQmPhrey was con
sidered racy in it) day, definite!) 
not for Conservative tastes: It· 
was even painted a bright flaming 
red. With the passage of time, 
however, the Humphrey began to look 
more and more like the average 
Sedan, and when its red paint began 
to fade, it was redone by Earl 
Scheib in a neutral grey. Although 
Harry assured me that Humphrey would 
"keep on running, indefinitely," I 
had to turn him down. 

The Wallace was also older but tendency to veer sharply to the 
someone had obviously made some left whenever it used radical 
modifications on the style to make plied tires. Needless to say, 
it look more current. It came ~ul- it had to be taken out of pro-
ly equipped with riot gear in the duction rather early. 
trunk. It had a white hood, a For the chic, Harry had a Mc-
white top, a white body, a white in- _Govern. Harry was proud of the 
terior, white everything e~cept fact that the very features that 
black tires, which it ran around on. had' turned people off in the last 
Of course, it was hard keeping it model year were not considered 
clean, what with an occasional tar- ahead of their time. His admir
ring by a highway scandal, yet Harry ation was stifled though, ,when I 
pointed out that the candidate was said that the same thing had 
within easy reach of the average happended to the 1964 Goldwater. 
working person. He tried his best He apparently didn't like the 
to sell it to me, but I noticed comparison. · 
the marks on the fender, ob- He also didn't like my call-
viously from a scrape with a ing his intermediate size "Scoop" 
Federal Marshall or two. ' Jackson the Democrat's answer to 

The next candidate was a the Nixon. He insisted they were 
Sargent Schriver. The Schriver totally' different. Whereas the 
desperately tries to be like a Nixon siezed upon issues that were 
Kennedy but doesn't quite make important at the time, the Jack-
it. In fact, Harry got stuck son made use of the situations that 
with this one as a trade on a were available to it. The Jackson 
Kennedy, which proved highly un- is powered by a special jet engine 
stable whenever it crossed developed by Lockheed. Instead of 
bridges.- As a result, there -are running on nasty Arab o~l, it runs 
none being sold this model year. on hot air. 

Erratic behavior on the cam- As I left Happy Harry's place, 
paign trail is a frequent occurance. I had to concede I felt mildly 
Harry told me that the Muskie depressed. Neither I, nor America, 
from the last model year had a could afford any of them. 
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How to Read the SundayTimes 
., 
~ 
~ 

BY .ROBERT NASON 

Robert Benchly once said in a 
half-joking manner -- -his only 
manner -- that the trouble with 
modern society was that it didn't 
know how to read a newspaper. 
Seeing how the world has grown 
bigger and more complicated since 
Benchly's time, it follows that 
newspapers have grown bigger and 
more complicated, with the result 
that people still don't know how 
to read them, much less keep from 
messing them up, which was all 
Benchly really cared about. 
Judging from the popular response 
to a behemoth called the TIMES 
which invades this campus every 
Sunday, they barely know how to 
approach them anymore. 

Since Sunday comes every seven 
days, it's necessary to deal with 
this monster at least once a week, 
which is a good enough excuse to 
present this brief and effective 
way to cope with your own Sunday 
TIMES. Personally, I feel 
threatened by it. 

The success o£ this method 
depends on the '~ection' concept. 
All you have to do is contend with 
each section one at a time, iust 
like your parents or psychiatrist 
tell you to take life one day at a 
time. It's that simple. Start • 

· with the Business and Classified 
sections:-

Immediately throw out the 
Business and Classified sections. 
If you're a college student close 
to graduation, they are depressing. 
If you're currently employed, they 

.are not necessary. If you'~e 
looking for a job, you should be 
resting,. not reading, on Sunday. 
You've been hunting all week. 
Relax. 

Next, throw out the Spor~s 
section. I personally don't care 
for sports, but if you do, you're 
sure to have heard the score by 
this time, so why waste a day 

t:l 

1-3 
rehashing old games when you could ~ 
be watching some brand new ones ? ~ 
This is highly logical. ~ 

Ignore the News sections. Pnt ' 
off reading them until next :? 
Saturday night, when you have to @· 
make room for the next day's TIMES & 
this way you merely run through ~ 
it quickly, since it's old news ~ 
and not really interesting anymore.-~ 

· This is a policy so wise that it's , •~ 
pointless _ to list the advantages . . ~ 
of it over that of actually reading~ 
the News section. Do that only on 
special occasions, if you have to, 
like the election of a new 
president, or the landing of men on 
the moon for the first time. 

Real Estate and Travel. Don't 
read, but save them. You never 
know when you might want to move, 
or just get away from it all. 

Finally, the Arts and Leisure, 
and the Book Review. Well, I 
don't know about you, but I rarely 
buy my Sunday TIMES, but prefer 
to pick up a free left-over copy 
Sunday night, and somebody's 
always ransacked the Arts and 
Leisure, and the Book Review. It 
would sure be appreciated if you'd 
send me your copies when you're 
done with them. I'm in the 
Student Directory. 

That's pretty much all there is 
to it. You can follow the rules 
·here, or just forget about the 
newspaper altogether at the risk 
of beigg that most horrendous of 
things, -"uninformed." 
Either way, you'll be in good shape. 
After all, you only want to read 
the TIMES, not make a career out 
of it. 

Commander CodY Makes a Comeback 
BY BYRON REIMUS 
~~~ T,... ... _ _ .; · -~ ~eci BJ fl.SlLC: :. e~iO il! 

"' ·r l -.\ ..... - -; or~~ 
Somewhere on earthlate 1n 1974, 

Commander Cody and His Lost Planet 
Airmen GOT LOST. 

Earthshaking news? Maybe not to 
those whose first response to the 
naTJle is still a bedazzled, "Com
mander Cody and who?". But to sev
eral hundred thousand Cody album 
buyers over the past six years and 
legions of consistently devoted 
fans in strategic areas all over 
the country, it's news about the 
very first long-haired Country and 
Western band to reach full accept
ance among the C&W ranks. The 
band was named most promising vocal 
group by Record World and voted top 
U.S. group in the Billboard Inter
national Country Survey, only to 
stray into a temporary void less 
than two years later. 

''The band was flat,'' the Com
mander himself reminisced, the 
day following Cody's rousing per
formance at New York's Beacon 
Theatre. 

''It was apathy· There were dire 
circumstances too. We were 13 
weeks behind with an album, Para-

tt ••• the very first long-haired 

Country and Western band 

to reach full acceptance 

among the C&W ranks .. . " 

mount Records had just been sold 
and we were without a record com
pany. , Then a purge within the . 
groupccwas bringing us all down." 

The result, as the Commander 
(nee George Grayne) now admits, was 
a half-lifeless album - the first 
on their new Warner Bros. label 
released in February - simply en-

, titled, "Commander Cody and !:lis 
Lost Planet Airmen." The LP 
miraculously saved itself with Roy 

f' ·~ 8..J ..._ c:. . ...,;~!: 1 J.: ... .o-~ •.. >~ .., I: 1 .'~ .l • ~ • • 
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uAnd I remember in '971, 

I couldn't give myself away ... " 

Hamil ton Is "Don't Let Go'" 0Whicli 
Cody made into a bestselling single. 

;,I 'll never know why it was a 
million dollar single, he adds. 

A new manager, some reorganiza
tion in the group and seven months 
later, _the Commander and his eight 
Airmen have their act together · 
once again, and well over 200 
concerts a year here and abroad to 
prove it. 

"And I remember in 1971, I 
couldn't give myself away," 
Cody recalled. 

The September release of 

your music sounds better, "he sa1a. 
'Now if I could only get off the 

road, I could write more songs; we 
neec,l more original material," Cody 
acknowledged. "Right now we're 
trudging along to find some. I'm 
trying to write a song, but I 
haven't come up with anything.'' 

"It's rough on the road. We got 
a piano on the bus but I need a 
quiet atmosphere. After touring 
awhile, you start missing home. We 
had about 225 dates last year. It 
gets to you. That's one thing I 
look forward to more time at home." 

'When I was younger, I respected 
musicians alot. Later as a band 
we wanted to be acknowled~ed by 
musicians we dug personally, like 
Waylon Jennings." 

While attending the University 

of Michigan and getting his 
Masters degree in painting, Cody 
started a fraternity band in 1969 
that would some day carry the 
"absurd name" Commander Cody and 
His Lost Planet Airmen. 

'When I was teaching at Wis
consin State, ··I fel't like I was 
dying. I started the band be
cause I didn't want to grow up," 
he recalled. 

''We ··couldn't find ·a rhythm and 
blues section in Michigan, so we 
headed to Berkeley and San Fran
sisco," he said. Commander Cody 
and His Lost Planet Airmen have 
been "self-perpetuating" ever since. 

"I guess you can't ask any more 
of an audience who came to have a 
good time. We have no real wild 
crowds, no adulation or anything. 
They just come to boogie," Cody 
noted. 

Cody & Company's album, "Tales 
From the Ozone," was produced by 
songwriter Hoyt Axton, with guest 
musicians Ronee Blakely and Mimi 
Farina, the "Tower o£ Power" horns. 
The LP includes the Coasters' free 
wheeling hit, "The Shadow Knows" 
and Cab Calloway's classic, ·~n
nie the Moocher," in additon to 
originals like "It's Gonna Be One 
of Those Nights" and a number by 
Cody's sax and _fiddler Andy Stein, 
"Gypsy Fiddle." It is a spontan
eous welcome back to earth, an 
altogether generou£ combination 

Senior Dance Project a Hit 

of what Commander Cody and His Lost 
Planet·Airmen have been 'noted for 
all along - solid country, western 
and rock welded together without 
resentment, amazingly compatible. 

"It was wild working with Hoyt. 
The recording session was one giant 
party. There's not much mixing on 
the new album, not too much play
ing with the knobs," Cody sai4. 

Can one band satisfy rock n' 
roll fans and Coilntry listeners 
at the same time? 

" We do it. The band gets 
better all the time. We 've changed 
some pe.ople's thoughts <about music. 
When you get better a~recording, 

~ 

BY KAREN OTTEN 

The performance of Jerry 
Sarnat's senior project in dance 
was a resounding success. Performed 
a few weeks ago, it consisted of 
three works : Inner Fugue, 
Meditation on my F_uture Death, and 
Flowers of Ice. The dancers 
performed the pieces with skill 
and enthusiasm, and the overall 
arrangement yielded a tangible 
sense of accomplishment. 

Inner Fugue was as airy and 
delicate as the music of Bach to 
which it was performed. The 
dancing exhibited control and 
clarity: the two dancers comple
mented and balanced each other 
like the voices of the fugue itself. 

Meditation on my · Future Death 
was dr~amlike and yet powerful. 
The work was divided into sets 
each of which port_rayed a different 
aspect of death. The changes in 

the lighting scheme, dancer's 
movements and costumes succeeded 
in evok!ng many different moods. 
The dancers were excellent, in 
particular the dancer who enacted 
the captivation and final acqui
escence of a dying soul to death. 
The music by Nennakis and 
Froberter was played entirely by 
horns and provided a pleasing 
contrast to the piece befqre it. 

The final work entitled Flowers 
of Ice, was performed to the music 
of Heiss and Finney. The title 
fit the rendition, which was 
fragile, intricate and intermit
tenly frozen. There was a bit too 
much fluidity -- .more swooning 
on the part of the dancers than one 
expects to find among flowers, ice 
or lovers even in dance. 

On the whole; the dance students 
did more than justice to Sarnat'~ 
work, their understanding a sign 
of their comraderie. 
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Fall II books are due in the library 
by Dec. 23. A fine of $1 a day up 
to $5 per Qook starts Dec. 23 for 
Fall I books not y~t returned. 
Library vacation hours 
Dec. 24 open 8:30a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Closed Dec. 25 - 28 
Dec. 29 - 31 ppen 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Closed Jan. 1 - 4 · 
Jan. 5 - 9 ooen 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Closed Jan. 10 & 11 
Resume regular· hours Mon. Jan. 12 

;§l611hflt ffllTH Mtttt~G; 
On Wednesday, De.c. · 17 at 8:00p.m. 
there wi 11 be an in forma 1 i ntro
ductory meeting on the Bahai Faith 
in Dorm room Al29 (academic lounge). 
Everyone is welcome. 

The Spring Activities Fair will be 
held in the Place, Campus Center 
South, from 11 :00' a.m. -until 2:00 
p.m. on Wednesday January \4. 
Student organizations are encouraged 
to begin thinking and planning now 
so that they will be well repre
sented. 

(}II? ?~J~ 
President Kapla~ is havina an open 
meeting with students at 12:00 noon 
in room 2008, Campus Center South. 
This is an excellent opportunity 
to exchange views and everyone is 
urged to attend. This is tomorrow. 

~ 10-A,.. Gl"f-J'AI-.: '.!: I 
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tSGOM\NG ... 
Great Caesar's Ghost is coming. The 
Ghost is the monthly supplement tp 
the Load. Edited by Jeff Skoblow 
and DonaTd Margulies, The Ghost will 
make it's first appearance in Jan,, 
·including original work, photography 
and various kinds of contributions . 
similar to the 5th page in the Load. 
Come to an organizational meeting 
Wednesday nigh t at 7~30 in the 2nd 
floor lounge, CCS. _ 

~'~~· 
GPC will present a variety of cartoon 
characte rs on Saturday, Dec . 20 in 
room 2008 , Campus Centei· South. 
Come see Bugs Bunny, Road Runner, 
Pink Panthe r , Mr . Magoo, Betty Boop 
and many others. There will be 
continuous showings, admission is 
free and the time ·will be announced. 

~~anks! 
l·~~ll 

The library would like to thank the 
many students, faculty and staff who 
have carried books upstairs for us . 
while the elevator is out of order . 
The elevator always goes when we 
need it most - the end of a term. 
We couldn't have managed without 
your assistance. 

Crazy George he drives the bus 
But all he do is grunt and cuss 
That's all he do 

Joan Shapiro 

___ !!OEK lt'• WEEK ___ ---.. 
Harvest Moon 

The antenna from the gold impala 
just nudges, the edge of greenish glow 
that spreads like a pool of spilled liquid 
pine-sole, 'round the yellow ring circling 
the not-quite full 
harvest moon. 
(Of course, there are some 
who will argue that the haze obscures the orb and 
that, i~deed, it is quite complete. 
Then, others will assert that it i~ one or 
two days prior, or others still a day or more 
past, and then the priors will chuckle at the latters for not 
being more attentive.) 
It might have been more poeti~ if, 
instead of trying to lean on this '74 violet 
volkswagen, as volkswagons are not very comfortable 
to sit or write poetry on, 
i had .wandered through the wanwood leafmeal just/before 
the airport, that sway wonderfully when the lear jets 
buzz just beyond the branchtops at 
sunset-time 
but then it's quite dark out and i might have -bumped ' 
into any number of brambles, barks, or beer cans 
and broken an arm or ankle or toe. 

So i think --
danin these jets, disturb my train of thought 
it was 
just on the tip of my brain --

(i remember . 
when the russians were shooting satellites that 
photoed the moon's dark side--
martha mae manners, my mother's poker partner 
teased me, that i could see the moon's mysterious 
visage, that never quite faced the earth's, 
from farrier's bide-a-way home 
in far rockaway. 
Mom never took me 

and i sulked for weeks. 

Paul Messinger '75 

I .~ I 
Thank you Susan \~alters for 
supporting 800 people's habits. 

~t~~~F. 
I need an apartment or room in New 

.I~~ I 

tl\rl\CL: 
The Division of Dance will present 
the Purchase Dance Repertory Company 
from Thursday Dec. 18 through Sunday, 
Dec. 21. The program includes: 
NYMPHES, music by Claude Debussey, 
choreography by Kazuko Hirabayshi; 
D'AMBIENCE. music environmental tape 
collage, . choreagrapl].y by James May; 
and BATH, music t nidltional and 
electronic. rhoreography by Mel 
Wong. Admission;. Purchase _undergrad
uates $1.00, students with ID $2 · 
others $3.00. 

~~ 
Repertory II Company of the -Division 
of Theatre Arts will present 5 -
special performances of Brecht, 
I ones co,. and Beckett on Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday, Decenber 18-20. 
The uerrormances will be at 7:30 
each. night and at 10:00 on Friday 
and Saturday in the Administration 
Building Living Room. The program 
includes "The Boy Who Says No' ~ , and 
"Does Man Help Man" by Bertolt Brecht, 
''Maid To Marry" by Ionesco, and 
"Come and Go" by Beckett . According 
to the Director, Kay Carney, "the 
peculiar nature of these plays should 
suit people who like to do things 
at peculiar hours of the. night." 
It is suggested that you bring 
cushions to sit on. Admission: 
Purchase undergraduates $1.00, 
students with I.D. $2.00, others 
$3.00. 

J)~k~ ~®Wn~ R~no&:Jl 
On W~drtesday Dec. 17 in the dining 
hall reading room at 8:00, Ruach will 
present Ian Brody and Ken Bob, edi
tors of "The Jewish Radical" news
paper of BerKeley Cal. Both will 
speak on how it's possible to be 
Jewish, Zionist and radical all at 
once. 

' 
. ~~~.!. 
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The Neuberger Museum and the Film 
Dpartment are sponsoring film show
ings of faculty members Alfred 
Guzzetti and Richard Rogers 
~zzetti's will be shown on Tuesday, 
Dec. 16 at 8 P.M. and Rogers will 
be shown on Friday Dec. 19 at 8P.M. 
in the Humanities Auditorium. 
Guzzetti will show Air and Family 
Portrait Sittings, and Rogers will 
show ~· Landscapes, and Elephants. 
Admission 1s free of charge. 

~~ : 
~~ 

There will be a Music Division 
Student Recital on Thursday, Dec. 
18 at 12:30 p.m. in Campus Center 
North, room 1023. The program is 
Haydn String Quartet and the Bartok 
Sonata for two ·pianos and percussion. 

There will be a Music Division 
Student Recital on Friday, Dec. 
19 at 8.:00 p.m·. in. Campus Center 
North, r-oom 1023. The program is 
"The Soldiers Tale" by Igor . 
Stravinsky which will be done in the 
complete version, with narration 

There will be a Music Division 
· student Recital on Wednesday, Dec. 
17 at 12:30 p .m. in Campus Center 
North, room 1023. The program will 
be chamber music. 

There will be a Music Division 
Student Recital on Tuesday, Dec. 
16 at 12 :30 p.m. in. Campus Center 
North, room 1023. The program is 
Mendelssohn Trio in d minor for 
violin, piano and cello and Nicos i 
papallones by Quadreny for guitar 

· York City for Christmas vacation -
if you are 'going away, why not let 
me take care of your plants, cats 
etc. I will pay rent. Contact 
Mara, Box 1060, or call 253-5269 
and leave a message. , ~0 . . " 0 ·' !Ill and percussion. 


